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Introduction
According to a result of Eckart and Young [7] any complex matrix A can always
be factorized into the form A = VD V* with (in the case of a usual "definite" scalar
product) unitary matrices V and V and a diagonal matrix D with nonnegative entries,
known as the singular value decomposition (s.v.d.) of the matrix A. (See also EckartYoung [6].) This decomposition can even be found in papers of authors like J.J. Sylvesrer
as early as the end of the 19th century. A generalization of it to infinite-dimensional
spaces can be found for example in the book of Gohberg and Kre!n [8] (p. 28 for the
Schmidt expansion of compact operators and Chapter 11 for many important properties
of the related s-numbers).
Our aim is to present this factoriza tion for matrices, when the usual underlying scalar products are replaced by indefinite ones. It is well-known that turning ro
indefinite scalar products brings substantial changes to the geometry and the spectral
properties of the usual operator classes on these spaces. A significant difference
will also be encounted when presenting a singular value decomposition with respect to
indefinite scalar products. It is no longer possible to present a s.v.d . for every matrix .
The existence of this representation will be shown to depend heavily on the spectral
structure of a related matrix A[*JA. Simultaneously, for example, all the singular
subspace pairs are forced to be nondegenerate with respect to the underlying scalar
products.
Some basic results on finite-dimensional linear spaces with an indefinite scalar
product that are relevant to our work are presented in Section l.
In Section 2 a singular value decomposition (s.v.d.) is defined for spaces with
an indefinite scalar product, and a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of this representation is given. In Sections 3 and 4 two classes of matrices having a
singular value decomposition with respect to indefinite scalar products are constructed.
The first one is the class of sub-Pesonen matrices. The second one is based on semibounded scalar products. In Section 5 a connection of our approach to the so-called generalized singular value decomposition (g.s.v.d.) is illustnted.
Section 6 is devoted to the study of the stability of indefinite singular value
decompositions of Section 2. Namely, the nonexistence of an H-s.v.d . for every matrix
leads us to ask what happens to the H-s.v.d. if the elements of the matrix are perturbed. In general the answer to this question is found to be negative in the sense rhar
the matrix under study can totally loose this decomposition property under arbitrary
small perturbations. Section 6.1 identifies the class of all matrices behaving well in this
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respect, more formally, having a stable H-s.v.d. In Section 6.2 the behaviour of the
H-singular values under analytic perrurbations of the matrix elements will be considered.
In Section 7 the existence of H-s.v.d. for different kinds of pl us matrices is
investigated. Special attention is paid to conditions under which a specified plus maoix
has a stable H -s.v.d. To illustrate the power of the class of sub-Pesonen matrices we
shall prove in the end of this section approximation resul ts which show how it is possible to approximate plus matrices with (stable) sub-Pesonen matrices. Finally, in Section 8 a connection between the singular values and the eigeovalues is generalized to
the indefinite scalar product case.
Some of the results of the work have close connections to the recent investigation of Gohberg, Lancaster and Rodman (cf. e.g. [9]) on H-self-adjoint matrices.

l. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some basic tools and terminology in indefinite scalar
product spaces needed later on. For the general treatments of indefinite scalar product
spaces the reader is referred to Bognar [4] and Gohberg, Lancaster and Rodman [9]
and to the recent work of Azizov and Iokhvidov [2] .
Denote by [. ,.) an indefinite scalar product on C", the vector space of ordered systems of n. complex numbers. By definition,[.,.) is a Hermicean sesquilinear form
satisfying the following condition : the identity [x, y] = 0 for every yE C" implies x =
0. Hence we are dealing with nondegenerate scalar product spaces, or finite-dimen sio nal Krein spaces. The only exceptions appearing in sequel are the semidefinite scalar
products (th us automatically degenerate) related here with the study of the general ized
singular value decomposition. (See also Lemma 4. 1.)
For every vector x E (C",[.,.]) the inner square [x, x] of xis a real number. As usual
a vector x E (C'\[.,.)) is called positive, negative, neutral, nonnegative or nonposicive with respect to [.,.] if, respectively, [x, x] > 0, [x, x] < 0, [.x, x] = 0, [.x, x] ~ 0
or [x, x] $ 0 holds.
A linear subspace 'Jv{ c (C,[.,.]) is said to be positive (negative) if [x, .xJ > 0
(respectively [x, x] < 0) for every x E 'M, x-:;:. 0. We refer to positive and negative linear
subspaces with the common name of definite linear subspaces.
Similarly, the linear subspace 9vf is called neutral, nonnegative or nonpositive
if, respectively, [x, x] = 0, [x, x] ~ 0 or [x, x] !S 0 for every x E 1}.( T hese linear
subspaces are referred to by the common term of semideflnite linear subspaces. The
following lemma reflects a special nature of indefinite scalar product spaces.

1.1. Lemma. Every linear subspace containing positive and negative vectors,
contains nonzero neucral vectors, too.
(For this cf. e.g. Azizov - Iokhvidov [2], Proposition I.1.9.) Let [., .] be an indefi·
nite scalar product on C". T hen the orrlzogonal companion '}.{fJ.l of a subset 'Jv[ cC"
with respect to [.,.] is defined by
t].{[J.J =

(x

E

C i [x, y] = 0 for all y E .71{}.

Singular value decomposition with an indefinite metric
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Clearly 911£.LJ is a linear subspace, but in general, it need not be a direct complement
to 'Jv{, i.e., one can have 911[.LJn911~ {0}. However, for any given linear subspace 911
in a nondegenerate scalar product space (C",[.,.]) the identity
dim 911 + dim 911£.LJ = n

(1.1)

is satisfied.
The linear subspace 911° = 911 n 911£.LJ is called the isotropic part of the linear
subspace 911. A vector x e 911°, x ~ 0, is said to be an isotropic vector for the linear subspace 911.
A linear subspace 911 is nondegenerate, if the condition x e 911, [x, y] = 0 for
every ye 911 implies x = 0. Obviously, 911 is nondegenerate if and only if 911[.L) is a
direct complement to 911, i.e., 911° = 911£.LJ n 911= {0}. It follows, that for nondegenerate linear subspaces 911 and only for them one can construct an [.,.]-orthonormal basis,
i.e. a basis x1, •.• ,X8 , s =dim 911, of 911satisfying

± 1 if i=j,
(1.2)

[xi,x)

=

1

.

0 otherw1se.

Furthennore, there exists a well-defined [.,.] -orthogonal projection PL onto a linear
subspace L satisfying PL = P£2 , 1?...(PJ = L and [PLx, x] = [x, PLx] for all x e C", if
and only if Lis nondegenerate. The following lemma is obvious.

1.2. Lemma. The orthogonal direct sum of finitely many nondegenerate, positive, nonnegative, negative, nonpositive or neutral (respectively) linear subspaces is
nondegenerate, positive, nonnegative, negative, nonpositive or neutral linear subspace.
The correspondence [.,.] = (H.,.) for an n x n invertible Hermitean matrix H
is repeatedly used with a possible subscript. Here (.,.) denotes the standard inner product of complex vectors

n

(x, y) =

L
i=l

X·Y ·
I

I'

The inertia of any Hermitean matrix K is defined by InK= (pK, qK, nK), where
pK, qK and nK, respectively, are the numbers of the positive, negative and zero eigenvalues of K, taking multiplicities into account.
For [.,.] =(H.,.), we call the number K= min{pH, qH} the rank of the indefiniteness of the space (C",[.,.]).

1.3. Lemma. For a Hermitean and invertible n x n matrix H the greatest possible dimension of a positive (of a nonnegative) linear subspace Le (C",(H.,.))
is equal to PH and the greatest possible dimension of a negative (of a nonpositive)
linear subspace 911 c (C",(H.,.)) is equal to qH. Furthermore, for a neutral linear
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subspace 9{_c (C",(H.,.)) the greatest possible dimension is equal to the rank of
indefiniteness K.
A neutral linear subspace 'M is called maximal neutral if for any neutral linear subspace 'M'::) 'M we have 'M'= ']v(. Maximal positive, maximal nonnegative,
maximal negative and maximal nonpositive linear subspaces are defined similarly.
Next we recall some definitions and results concerning linear operators acting
between indefinite scalar product spaces. We shall frequently identify operators with
matrices in the usual way.
Let Hp respectively H 2, be a Hermitean invertible m x m, respectively n x n,
matrix. The H 1H2 -adjoint A[*] of an m x n matrix A is defined by the identity
[Ax, Yh = [x, A (*]Yh

(1.3)

cm,

for all X E C" and yE
where [.,.]; = (H/,.), j = 1, 2. This gives A[*]= H2-!A*Hl,
where 1• denotes the usual conjugate transpose of A. A square matrix A is called
H 1H2-self-adjoint if A= Al*l. Similarly other classes of matrices (e.g. H 1H2-unitary) are
defined. When H 1 = H2 = H, term H-selj-adjoint (instead of HH-self-adjoint) is used.
A linear subspace L is called invariant under A (A E C"x"), shortly A-invariant, if A maps the vectors in £into L, i.e. if A(£) cL.
The rank, the null-space and the range of A are denoted by r(A) , 9{_(A) and
1((A), respectively. For these the following connections are still valid

For a square matrix A the spectrum of A (i.e. the set of eigenvalues of A) is
denoted by o(A). The principal subspace of A belonging to the eigenvalue A. E o(A) is
defined by
00

SiA.) = U

i=l

.

9{_((A- A.!)').

An eigenvalue A. of A is called semisimple if SiA.) = 9{(A - A.!); otherwise A.
is said to be a nonsemisimple eigenvalue of A.

1.4. Lemma. Let A be an H-self-adjoint square matrix. If A. is an eigenvalue of A,
then I is also an eigenvalue of A. Moreover, if A, J.1. E a(A) such that A. ':I= Ji, then SiA.)
is H-orthogonal to SiJ1). Especially if A. E a(A) and Im A. ':I= 0 then Si A.) is H-neutral.
A similar result, the symmetry of the spectrum a(A) relative to the real axis R
replaced by the symmetry relative to the unit circle, holds for H-unitary matrices as well.

1.5. Lemma. Let U be an H-unitary matrix. If A. is an eigenvalue of U, then A.*
if A., J.1. E a(U) such that A. ':I= J.l.•, then
Su (A.) is H -orthogonal to S0 (J.I.). Especially if A. E a(A) and IAI ':I= 1 then SA (A.) is
H-neutral.
= 1/I is also an eigenvalue of U. Moreover,

Singular value decomposition with an indefinite metric
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(For the proofs of the two above lemmas cf. e.g. Bognar [4], pp. 32-35 . ) If
a complex matrix A is self-adjoint with respect to some indefinite scalar product then by
Lemma 1.4 the spectrum a(A) of A lies symmetrically relative to the real axis in the
complex plane. A more detailed way of describing the structure of an H-self-adjoint matrix A can be obtained through a canonical form of the pair (A, H). See e.g. Uhlig [24].
A pair (A 1 , H 1) of matrices is said to be unitary similar to a pair (A 2 , H2 ) if
there exists a nonsingular n x n matrix T such that

This means that A 1 and A2 are similar, H 1 and H2 are congruent, and that
these transformations can be obtained by a common matrix T.
Let now A be a square (n x n) H-self-adjoint matrix. We denote for the real
eigenvalues A.1 of A the usual Jordan blocks by J(A.). Further, for nonreal eigenvalues
Jlk we define

if J(Jlk) and J(ji,) are Jordan blocks of the same size for the eigenvalues Jlk and jik.

1.6. Lemma. A square n x n matrix A is H-self-adjoint
(A, H) is unitary similar to a pair (J, Pe. 1 ) where

if and

only

if the

pair

is a Jordan normal form of A and

Here 0 ~p ~ n and 0 ~ q ~ (n-p)/2. Further, the vector e = (e1' ... ,eP) consists of an
ordered set of signs +1 and -1 corresponding to the real Jordan blocks J(A.) of J, and
the matrices
p l.

i = 1, ...,p+q,

are standard involutory permutation matrices of sizes equal to those of the blocks J(A.)
of J (for j = 1,... , p) and the blocks C(A.k) of J (fork =p+ 1,... , p+q).
For a proof of Lemma 1.6 we refer to Gohberg-Lancaster-Rodman [9], pp. 37·-43.
We shall deal especially with matrices of the form A[•JA. These are automatically square and H2 -self-adjoint (cf. paragraph following (1.3)).
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There is a natural limitation for matrices of this kind, which was obtained by
Bognar and Knimli [5] in a more general context for self-adjoint operators on ]-spaces
(Krein spaces) of infinite dimensions. Namely, a continuous self-adjoint operator A
on a J-space J{ is of the form A = cl*Jc for some continuous linear operator C if and
and k- of a fundamental decomposition of J{
only if for the intrinsic dimensions
and for the A-intrinsic dimensions k~ and k-;., of an A-fundamental decomposition of
J{ the inequalities

e

k~ ~

(a)

e

and

(b)

are satisfied (cf. Bognar- Knimli [5], Theorem 1 and Theorems 2-4).
In our case conditions (a) and (b) can be equivalently stated for Hermitean
matrices in terms of the inertia of matrices, i.e. the ordered triple of the numbers of
the positive, the negative and the zero eigenvalues, respectively, as follows: Let
(pi'q 1,n1) and (p2 ,q2,n2) denote the inertias of the Hermitean matrices H and HA, respectively. A factorization A = cl*Jc is possible with some matrix C if and only if we
have p 2 ~p: and q2 ~q 1 .
2. A singular value decomposition with respect to indefinite scalar products
This section gives the definition of the singular value decomposition (s.v.d.) in
the case that the underlying spaces are equipped with indefinite scalar products. The
main result states a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a
s.v.d. in terms of the related matrix Al*lA and the linear subspace 1\.(A) determined by

A.

Let [.,.lt =(H1.,.) and
and C", respectively.

[.,.h =(H2.,.)

be two indefinite scalar products on Cm

2.1. Definition. Any factorization for an m X n matrix A E

cmxn

of the form

A=UDV-1,

where D is a real and diagonal m x n matrix with nonnegative entries and the column
and V E
satisfy
vectors Ul, ... ,um and vl, ... ,V of E

n u cmxm

cnxn

respectively, is called a s.v.d. of A with respect to [.,.] 1 and [.,.h, or, in short, an
H1H2-s.v.d. of the matrix A.
The diagonal elements d; of the matrix D are referred to as the singular values of A with respect to [.,.h and [.,.b the corresponding column vectors u; in U
(respectively V; in V) are the left (respectively right) singular vectors of A with respect
to [.,.hand [.,.h. Using matrix notations we have

Singular value decomposition with an indefinite metric
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(2.1)

where S; is a diagonal square matrix with diagonal entries ±1, these appearing according to the inertia of the matrix H ;, i = 1, 2. Note that the orthogonality conditions in
Definition 2.1 guarantee the nonsingularity of U and V. Thus, we are looking for a
simple canonical form for three matrices simultaneously by using two transformations.

2.2. Remark. It is not possible to generalize the factorization of Definition 2.1
by allowing the diagonal entries d; in D to be any complex numbers. This is seen by
multiplying in such a factorization the possibly complex matrix D (and then also e.g. U)
by another diagonal complex matrix having all the diagonal entries of unit moduli.
A complex square matrix A will be called r-diagonable if it is similar to a real
diagonal matrix, i.e., if all the eigenvalues of A are real (o(A) c R) and semisimple
(SA(.A) =?{(A- A/), A; e o(A) ). Now, if A is also H-self-adjoint it follows from
Lemmas 1.6 and 1.4 that all the eigenspaces of A are nondegenerate (cf. (1.2)) and that
the eigenspaces corresponding to the different eigenvalues of A are H -orthogonal to each
other. The result of the next lemma is well-known. We shall later prove a more general
result as Lemma 6.13.
2.3. Lemma. The range 1((A) of A is H 1-nondegenerate
=?{(A) or equivalently r(A*H1A) = r(A).

if and only if ?{(AI*JA)

2.4. Theorem. An m x n matrix A (m;::: n) has a s.v.d. with respect to [.,.] 1 and
if and only if the matrix A[*JA is r-diagonable and 1t(A) is a nondegenerate
linear subspace of ccm,[.,.]l).

[.,.]z,

Proof Suppose that A satisfies the conditions of the theorem and write, by
the observations just made above, A I* lA = V A V - I with A = diag(Ap·· .,An), A; real, and
V H 2V= S2 , where S2 = diag(s~2l, ... , s~2l), s~2) = +1 or -1.
Choose r columns of V (with r =rank A) corresponding to A; '# 0, say vl> ... ,v,,
such that the vectors

(2.2)

U;

=Av;.

fori= l, ... ,r

become linearly independent. This is possible by the nondegeneracy of 1t(A). Fori, j =
1,... ,r we have

u.*H u. = v*A*HIA v .
'

1

J

= v.'•H
=

*] J

' .z:.~ Av.J
/t.v. H 2v.
J '

J

if i =j
ifi '# j.

u

Define U; = Jllti1 112 fori= l, ...,r. By the nondegeneracy of 1t(A) and hence of 1t(A)l.Ll,
extend with ur+I> ... ,um the set {up···· u,} to an H 1-orthonormal basis of cm (see (1.1)
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and (1.2)). By relation (2.2) the identity

i = l, ... ,r

(2.3)

holds. Next, note that by Lemma 2.3 A[*JA x = 0 implies A x = 0, since 2\.(A) is nondegenerate, so that the identity (2.3) holds in fact for every index i = 1,... ,n. Using matrices this gives A= U D v-l, where D is m x n and contains D 1 = diag(IA-11112, ... , IA-i12)
in the upper part and zeros elsewhere.
Conversely, if A= U D v-1 is a s.v.d. of A with respect to [.,.h and [.,.]z,
then
v-1(Al*lA) V= S2 D*S1 D,
where S1 and S2 are as in (2.1 ). Thus, the matrix A [*JA is r-diagonable. The representation A= U D v-1 readily shows, that 2\.(A) has an H 1-orthonormal basis and hence
is nondegenerate. This completes the proof.
There are many direct consequences of Theorem 2.4, analogous to the ordinary
singular value decomposition, holding for the H 1H 2 -s.v.d. of Definition 2.1. For example,
the rank of A, r(A), equals the number of the nonzero singular values in any s.v.d. of
the matrix A.
The next example however shows, that in general not all matrices admit an
H 1H 2-s.v.d., if the underlying scalar products are indefinite.
2.5. Example. Let A= J(a) be a Jordan block with eigenvalue

a e C. Define

H 1 = H 2 = P, where P is a permutation matrix of the same size as A, as described in
Lemma 1.6. Now one has A !*JA = P JPJ = JJ and thus

a1 o ... o
a1 o

a

1 0 ... 0
a10

Al"JA=

.0
. 1

.0
.1
0

a

0

a

lal

=

2

2Re

a

10 ..

lal2 2Re a 10

0
0
1

0

2Re~

la!

This matrix is not r-diagonable, unless it is a scalar or of the order 2 x 2 with i a e R.
The matrixAI*lA can be r-diagonable, i.e. a(A[*lA) c RandSAI'JA(A.) = 7{(A[* JA- ,U)
for all A.i e a(Al*lA), but A need not have an H 1H 2-s.v.d.
2.6. Example. Let A be a matrix, the columns of which span a neutral subspace
of (Cm,[.,.h). Then A[*JA = 0 and, thus, it is trivially r-diagonable. However, the
column space 2\.(A) of A is degenerate as a neutral subspace. So A does not have a s.v.d.
with respect to [.,.]I' [.,.]z for any [.,.]z.
Obviously, all the linear subspaces spanned by the left (respectively right)
singular vectors corresponding to a fixed singular value of A, called singular (vecr.or)
subspaces later on, are nondegenerate subspaces of (Cm,[.,.h) (respectively of (Cn,[.,.llz))

Singular value decomposition with an indefinile metric
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(cf. (1.2)). The following proposition is also noted and easily established.

2.7. Proposition. The singular values and the related singular subspaces of A
with respect ro [.,.]1 and [.,.hare uniquely determined by A, [.,.] 1 and [.,.h
From Theorem 2.4 we get further

2.8. Corollary. If there exists a s.v.d. with respect to [.,.h and [.,.]z for A,
then the same is true for Al*J. Especially, in this case bmlz of the matrices A1*1A and
A Al*l are r-diagonable and the suhspaces ~(A), ~(A), 'l{(Al*l) and ~(A[*J) are simultaneously nondegenerate.

Proof. The first assertion follows by noting that, if A = U D V -I then we have
Al*l = V2 D*U2 - 1, where U2 = US1 and V2 = V S2 and 5 1, S2 are as in (2.1) . The latter
part of the corollary is then a direct consequence of these representations .

cmxn.

2.9. Corollary. If the scalar product [...h is definite, then every matrix A E
which satisfies one of the conditions
(1) AAI*J isr-diagonable,
(2)
'!{(A) is nondegenerate,
(3)
~(Af*l) is nondegenerate
with respecr ro the other scalar produce [.•. ]p has a s.v.d. with respect ro these scalar
products. If on the 01her hand [.,.] 1 is che definite scalar product the conditions should
be correspondingly modified.

Proof Accordingly, suppose that [.,.h is definite. Then automatically 'l{(AI*l)
and ~(A) are nondegenerate as definite linear subspaces. Furthennore, AI"'JA is r-diagonable as an H 2-self-adjoint matrix, when H 2 is positive or negative definite (cf. e.g.
Lemma 6.8 in Section 6).
Now, any of the conditions (1) - (3) implies the existence of s.v.d. for A or
Ar•J by Theorem 2.4 and so for A by Corollary 2.8.

2.10. Corollary. If both of the scalar products t.,.] 1 and l···h are definite, then
every mazrix in cmxn has a singular value decomposition with respect w [.,.] 1 and [.,.h.
2.11. Remark. As can be seen from the proof of Corollary 2.8 (see also the
proof of Theorem 2.4) if A has a s.v.d. with respecr to [.,.] 1 and [...h the squares of
the singular values d; of A, equivalently of A1• 1, satisfy d? = IA;I, where A~ E a(At•JA),
equivalently A.; E a(A Al*l). Furthennore, for the sign of A.; :10, A; E a(Ar•1A) cR. (or
of A.; :,r 0, A; E a( A A r•J) c R) we have the identity sgn A;= [u 1, u.J 1[V;, v1h, where u.;
(respectively v;) is the left (respectively the right) singular vector of A corresponding to
the singular value d1, dJ2 = lll;l. of A. The singular vectors u1' ... , um and v1, ... , vn are
the eigenvectors of A A[• and Af•JA, respectively.
2.12. Remark. In the statistical literature factorizations called weighted singular
value decompositions (cf. e.g. Rao- Mitra [23], p. 7) are not equivalent to those of Corollary 2. 10. In fact, they do not share in any direct way the common properties of the
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canonical singular value decomposition, which in turn are readily available for the definite singular value decompositions of Corollary 2.10, since these are directly based on
the scalar products of the underlying spaces. Many properties, analogous to those known
for tbe canonical s.v.d., the canonical singular values and the related singular vectors,
for any other definite s.v.d. of matrices, for their singular values and vectors can still
be derived. The author has presented these results in the unpublished thesis in his Statistics studies " Properties and statistical applications of a general singular value decomposition of matrices" (in Finnish).

3. A class of matrices admitting an H-singular value decomposition
For simplicity let (.,.]:::(H.,.) define an indefinite scalar product on C. Our
aim is to introduce a class of such square matrices for which a singular value decomposition with respect to[.,.] always exists.
One defines a matrix 8 to be a Pesonen matrix, if it is H-self-adjoint and the
relations
[x, x] ::: 0 and [Bx, x] = 0

en.

do not hold simultaneously for any X* 0, X E
Pesonen matrices were first investigated by Pesooen [22]. (See also Ktihne [l 8], Bogml.r [4].)
A matrix A E
will be called a sub-Pesonen matrix, if !!((A) is nondegenerate, and the matrix B = A[•JA is a Pesonen matrix . Define

cnxn

{OH ::;;

{A

E

cnxnl A or Af*J is sub-Pesonen}.

The scalar
C(A, B)

=

inf [(£Ax) 2 + (x*Bx) 2]
llxll=l

is sometimes called the Crawford number of d1e symmetric pencil A- A..B. So especially,
if c (H, HB) > 0 for B =A f*JA and 1((A) is nondegenerate then we have A e p 11.

3.1. Lemma. Every A-invariant subspace

1(

of a Pesonen matrix A is non-

degenerate.
Proof Denote by 1(0 =1( n '.l([lJ the isotropic part of the linear subspace
1( . For x e 1(0 one has [x, x] =0 and [Ax, x] = 0, since '}(is A-invariant. This implies x

=0. Thus, '1(0 = {0}

and '1( is nondege nerate.

3.2. Proposition. If A e PH then A has a singular value decomposirion wirh
respect to (H.,.).
Proof By Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2 .8 it is enough to verify that the e igenvalues of Af•JA are real and semisimple if A, for example, is sub-Pesonen.
Since principal subspaces of Al*lA are invariant and those of them corresponding to a nonreal eigenvalue of Af*JA are neutral (cf. Lemma 1.4), the spectrum a(A l*IA)
of Af•lA must be real by Lemma 3. I.
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Suppose then that A e a(Al*IA) is real but nonsemisimple. Then, for some vector
x :F. 0 and some integer r 2: 1 we have

This implies for x 1
, 2r
0
[xl'x1] =[(A[•)A-AI)
x,x]=.

Thus, x1 is a nonzero neutral eigenvector of Al*IA. This contradicts Lemma 3.1. Hence
A e a(A[*IA) must be semisimple. The claim is proved.
It should be noted that the nondegenerateness condition included in the definition
of pH is essential for Proposition 3.2 in the sense that AI*IA can be a Pesonen matrix
even in the case of a matrix A with a degenerate 1((A) (and thus A without any H-s.v.d.).
From the proof of Proposition 3.2 one can see that the stronger claim of A
itself to be a Pesonen matrix always guarantees the existence of an H-s.v.d. for A. However, all Pesonen matrices are not contained into the class PH introduced above.

4. Another class of matrices with an H-singular value decomposition

cmxn

Another class of matrices in
having a s.v.d. with respect to two indefinite
scalar products, one of which is supposed to be "properly" indefinite (i.e. with rank of
indefiniteness K> 0), will be given.
Let [.,.] and [.,.]' be two scalar products on
Assume that [.,.] is properly
indefinite. Then the following fundamental lemma holds for the semiboundedness of
the scalar product [.,.]'with respect to [.,.].

en.

4.1. Lemma. If [x, x] = 0 implies [x, x]' 2: 0, then there exists a real scalar J1 e R

such that
[x, x]' 2: J1 [x, x]
holds for every X E Cn. The scalar J1 is given by
J1 = inf (y, y]'.
[y, yj= l

(For this compare Azizov - Iokhvidov [2], Corollary 1.1.36, Bognar [4], Theorem
11.6.2 or Iokhvidov- Krern - Langer [12], Lemma 11.6.1.)
Denote by 9{_~ (respectively by 9{0,.) the set of all neutral vectors of (cn,[.,.]z)
(respectively of (C"',[.,.h). Let T E
be such that

cmxn

(4.1)

T x e 9{0,.

that is [x, x]z =0 implies [Tx, Txh

=0.

for every x e 9{_~,

Seppo 1/assi
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4.2. Proposition. Suppose [. ,.]z is properly indefinite. If T satisfies (4.1) and
'J{.",, then T has a s.v.d. with respect LO [.,.] 1 and [.,.h-

1((T) a.

Proof. Applying Lemma 4.1 to scalar products [x,y]z and [x,y]z' = [Tx, Ty j1
and to [x, y]z and - [x, y]z' yields

with some ;l, jl' E Rand for every x

E

C Thus ,
11

•

0 ~ (JL' + jl')[x, x]z
holds for all x. The indefiniteness of [ .,.]z implies J.l + J.l' = 0. Hence we have
[x, x]z'

= ;l [x, xh

for every x and, further, by the polarization formula (cf. e.g. Bognar [4], p. 4), one
has in fact
[Tx, Ty] 1 = ,Ll [x, y]z

(4.2)

for every X, yE C 11 • Assumption 'l((T) cz. 7{0, implies jl ~ 0. Thus, the identity (4.2)
shows that T satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.4, i.e., T has a singular value decomposition with respect to [.,.] 1 and [.,.hThe s.v.d. of Tin Proposition 4.2 can be explicitly calculated. For example,
all the non zero H 1H2 -singular values ofT are equal .

5. Connection with generalized singular value decomposition
Next we briefly consider the so-called generalized singular value decomposition (g.s.v.d.). This canonical form of a matrix pair (A,B) is due to Van Loan (cf. Van
Loan [25]). The connection of the H 1H 2 -s.v.d. in Theorem 2.4 tO g .s.v.d. is illustrated.
In this section degenerate scalar product spaces will also be accepted as indicated later
on. We state below without proof the g.s.v.d.-theorem (cf. e.g. Golub- Van Loan [11].
Theorem 8.6.4).

5.1. Theorem. Let A E cmxn and 8 E cpxn If m~ n rhen there exist unirary
matrices E
and V E CPXP and an invenible matrix X E
such thac

u cnoon

cnxn

u*AX = DA =diag(l1·"-2·····a11),

and

VBX
where 61 ;::: 62 ;:::

. ..

=DIJ =diag(li1,.62, . .. ,liq),

li,> 6,+1 =... = 6q = 0, r = rank B.

q = min {p,n},

Singular value decomposition with an indefinite metric
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We note that here the condition m~ n is esst~ntial in the sense that in the
opposite case m < n simple examples can be derived such that the factorization of
Theorem 5.1 is not available (cf. Van Loan [25] or Paige - Saunders [21].) The relations
in Theorem 5.1 can be expressed analogously in the fonn

if AY= D = diag(dp···• dn),
(5.1)

v*B y =

[/,

0

d; ~ 0

0]

and

r=rankB,

0'

where Y=Xr8 -I, D=DAr8 - 1 and Y8 =D8 .,EIHn-r• D8 ,, being the rxr left-hand
upper corner of D 8 .
However, identities in (5.1) can be interpreted as a "singular value decomposition" for A with respect to H 1 =Im and H2 = s•B satisfying
(5.2)

A= UDY-1,

f*H 2Y = [;;

~].

Conversely, suppose that for a given matrix A 1there exists a s.v.d. of the form
(5.3)
where Dr(B) = diag(ip···•in) with }; = 1 or = 0. In fact, this can always be achieved
with the aid of Corollary 2.10, for example, by occas.ionally extending H2 = s*B to a
positive definite matrix in a suitable way.
Using the relations in (5.3) one can easily prove the g.s.v.d.-theorem, stated
above.
If m~ n then (and only then), by permuting the columns of Y and the first n
columns of U, (5.3) can be expressed in the form (5.2). Let us define V= [BY1; V2],
where Y1 contains the first r columns of Y and V2 is any p x (p-r) submatrix with orthonormal columns and in addition satisfies B'"V2 = 0. Then v*V = JP, and (5.2) yields

lfAY = D=DA,

v*BY ==

[~ ~]

=D8 ,

i.e., a g.s.v.d. of the pair (A, B).
Note that, contrary to g.s.v.d., there are no restrictions for the numbers m, n
or p in the s.v.d. of (5.3).
5.2. Remark. Van Loan introduced in his doctoral thesis (1973) the numbers
a;f6;, 6; ~ 0, i = l ,... ,r, and these are usually called the generalized singular values of
the pair (A, B) (cf. Golub- Van Loan [11], p. 319). As seen above, these numbers are
just the singular values of A with respect to !m and s• B. Thus, the previous discussion
gives an equivalent description of g.s.v.d. as a s.v.d. with respect to one semidefinite
(degenerate) scalar product. (For an efficient algorithm and applications of g.s.v.d. to
constrained least squares, for example, the reader is re:ferred to the book of Golub and
Van Loan [11].)
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6. Per turbations of singular value decompositions in a space with an indefinite metric
In this section we take [.,.] =(H.,.) and study the perturbations of square matrices. In particular, the effect of perturbations to the stability of singular value decomposition in an indefinite scalar product space is considered. Some of the results in this
section have connections with the stability results known for H-self-adjoint matrices (cf.
e.g. Gohberg- Lancaster- Rodman [9]).

6.1. Stability of the H-s.v.d. under general perturbations
An H-s.v.d. is called stable if under small perturbations of the elements of a
matrix A having a singular value decomposition with respect to [.,.] = (H.,.) the perturbed matrix C also has this representation with respect to [.,.]. More formally, this
situation is expressed by saying that A has an H-stable H-s.v.d. If also His allowed to
vary and in the perturbed pair (C, K) the matrix C has a K-s.v.d. for every pair (C, K), K
Hermitean and nonsingular, sufficiently close to the pair (A, H), the matrix A is simply
said to have a stable H-s.v.d.
Note that, if the scalar product [.,.] under consideration is definite, the perturbation problem just posed is of no interest, since in that case every matrix trivially
has an H-stable H-s.v.d. and also a stable H-s.v.d. (cf. Corollary 2.10).
We shall show that not all matrices having a singular value decomposition with
respect to[.,.] have a stable s.v.d. in the sense indicated above.
The aim of this section is to derive the class of all matrices having a stable
(respectively H-stable) H-s.v.d. The answer to this question is roughly found to be the
following one: a matrix A e CIIXII has a stable (H-stable) H-s.v.d. exactly if A or its
H-adjoint A[*J as a linear mapping locally looks like a linear transformation defined on
an ordinary inner product space, i.e., on a vector space equipped with a definite scalar
product. This localization can be achieved with the aid of spectral subspaces.
In particular, we shall confine our attention to the behaviour of H-singular
values and the corresponding singular subspaces under perturbations of the fixed unperturbed matrix A. For any set .Qc and any A E
define

c

cnxn

Let us introduce the following definition.

6.1. Defin ition. Let S c R be an open set of the real line R in the complex
is said to have an H-s.v.d. with respect to 3, shortly an
plane C. A matrix A e
3-s.v.d., if the preimage ] 13 in R of the set 3 under f: R -7 R, x -7lxl 112, contains
only semisimple eigenvalues of A[*JA and for the restriction A Is1, 1 (f-•(.5)) the
image 2l(A IsA1, 1,~vrr-t(-5))) is a nondegenerate linear subspace with respect uf(li.,.).

cnxn

Accordingly, A is said to have an S-stable ·(3H-stable) H-s.v.d., if matrices C,
close enough to A, have a K-s.v.d. with respect to 3, for every Hermitean and nonsin-
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gular K sufficiently close to H (respectively have an H-s.v.d. with respect to 3) and
the number of the K-singular values (respectively the number of the H-singular values)
in S, taking multiplicities into account. is constant.
The topology we shall use in the spaces of matrices is the norm topology defined
by any of the equivalent norms on cmxn.
The following result is an immediate consequence of the definitions introduced
above.

6.2. Corollary. The set of all matrices having a stable (respectively an H stable) H-s.v.d. is open in the topological space of all n x n matrices.
Before going into some further details in the study of the perturbation problem suggested above, we shall consider the Gram operator of a subspace. S:uppose £ is an arbitrary linear subspace of the space (C",[.,.]). Obviously, by restricting the indefinite scalar product [.,.] to £ x £we get a new scalar product space
(£,[.,.]I Lx L). By Riesz's lemma, there exists a unique linear operator G L: £ - -t £
such that [x, y] = (G L x, y) holds for every x, y e £. The operator G L : £ --t £ is called
the Gram operator of the linear subspace £.
If we denote by P L the orthogonal projection (in the usual sense) onto L, it
is obvious that we have G L = P L HI L = P L HP L I L> i.e., G L is obtained by a compression of H to the linear subspace £.
Operator G Lis Hermitean. Let G L = L ;~ 1 A.;P; be the spectral resolution of G L' Define £- =Pi_£,£+ =P1£and £ 0 =P1L, where
Pi,=

Here I denotes the identity operator on £. The following lemma is well-known (cf. e.g.
Azizov- Iokhvidov [2], Theorem 1.6.4) and shows how G L describes the structure of
the subspace £.

r is
is the isotropic part of L. These subspaces are H -orthogona/ as well.

6.3. Lemma. In the orthogonal direct sum
H -negative and

£0

L = L+t!>£-$£ 0 , L+ isH-positive,

Lemma 6.3 is characteristic, since it can be verified that in any decomposition of
the linear subspace £=<[+]~[+]£~into an H-orthogonal direct sum of an H-positive <· an H-negative £~and an H-neutral linear subspace £~, the dimensions of
these subspaces coincide with the dimensions of the subspaces £+,£-and £0 , respectively, appearing in Lemma 6.3. These dimensions are then given by the inertia of the corresponding Gram operator G L' The ordered triple In L =(dim£+, dim£-, dim £0 ) is
called the inertia index of the linear subspace £.The number KL = min{dim £+,dim£- }
is said to be the rank of indefiniteness of the linear subspace L.

6.4. Remark. It is easily checked that In £ = In GL equals to the differe:nce
In(A*HA)- (O,O,codim L) where A is any square matrix satisfying 1t(A) = L.
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6.5. Lemma. Suppose L, M c (Cn,[.,.]) are linear subspaces such that L n M= {0}
and L [_!_]%.Then we have In(£$ M)= In L +In M and In G L$'M =In G L +In GM.
Proof. Since L [_!_] 9vf the first statement In(£$ %) =In L + In M follows directly from Lemma 1.2 by the condition L n M= {0}. For the second statement In G L$'M
= In G L + In G'M we use the identity In G1\: = In '1(.

Lemma 6.5 can be extended in a straightforward manner into the direct H-orthogonal sum of finitely many linear subspaces.
We shall next consider the stability of nondegenerateness of the range space
~(A) of a matrix A under perturbations of A and H, respectively. Note that, if H is
nonsingular then also matrices close enough to H are nonsingular. This can be seen,
for example, by the continuity of the ordinary singular values with respect to the matrix elements.

6.6. Theorem. Let the range

~(A)

be a nondegenerate subspace of (Cn,(H.,.)).
Then under sufficiently small perturbations of A and H, respectively, the range ~(B) of
B, the perturbed A, remains nondegenerate with respect to (K.,.), the perturbed (H.,.),
K Hermitean and nonsingular, if and only if the orthogonal companion ~(A)[l.J of
~(A) is a definite linear subspace with respect to (H.,.). The same condition is necessary and sufficient for !!((B), B close enough to A, to be nondegenerate in the case
where[.,.] is not allowed to be perturbed at all.
Proof If ~(A)[l.J were not a definite linear subspace of (Cn,(H.,.)) then we
could find a nonzero neutral vector z0 e ~CAil.l (cf. Lemma 1.1) and a nonzero
vector Yo e ~(A). Define

; e C. Then we have r(A(;>) = r(A) + 1 for any ; ~ 0 and A@~ A as ; ~ 0. However, A(;>*HA(;> =A*HA and thus, ~(A@) is a degenerate subspace of (Cn,(H.,.)) for
every ; ~ 0. This shows, in both cases, the necessity of the condition ~(A)[l.J to be
definite with respect to (H.,.).
Suppose conversely, that ~(A)Il.l is a definite linear subspace with respect to
(H.,.). Let us write B =A +E. We understand E to be a perturbation of A. Denote by
PA. the orthogonal projection (in the usual sense) onto ~(A*) and write

Then ~(A'") _!_ ~(£'*) and hence, by writing full rank decompositions (say singular
value decompositions) for A' and E', for example, one sees that r(A' + £') =r[A'; E'].
One must show ~(B) = ~[A'; £'] to be nondegenerate with respect to (K.,.)
for every matrix B =A + E and K, K Hermitean and nonsingular, sufficiently close
to A and H , respectively. For this, it is enough to prove that ~(A') is nondegenerate and its K-orthogonal companion ·~(A')!l.J is a definite subspace with respect to
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(K.,.), whenever B e 'UA and K e 'UH, K Hermitean and nonsingular, for some neighbourhoods 'UA and 'UH of A and H, respectively. Indeed, denote by Px the K-onhogonal
projection onto 1<.(A}. (Such a Px exists, if 1((A') is K- nondegenerate). By writing
E' = PxE' + (/ - Px)E', we find out that 1((8) equals to the direct K-onhogonal sum
of ~(A') and a subspace belonging to !I((A')Il.] But, if 2((A')I1 l is definite, then
any ?v[ c 1((A')ll.J is definite and hence nondegenerate, too. Thus, it only remains to
refer to Lemma 1.2 ro establish the nondegenerateness of the range space !I((B) of B .
We are now going to prove that 1((A') is nondegenerate and its K-orrhogonal companion 1((A')ll·l is definite with respect to (K.,.) .
By representation A' = A+ E PA* one has r(A') ~ r(A) so that
(6.1)

r(A'"K A')~ r(A') ~ r(A)

::o r(A •H A),

since !I((A) is nondegenerate. Let 'UA and 'UH be so small neighbourhoods of A and H ,
respectively, so that the numbers of the positive and the numbers of the negative eigenvalues of the matrix K e 'UH and the matrix A'*K A', Be V", are at least the same as
are the corresponding numbers for Hand A•H A, respectively. Such neighbourhoods 'U"
and v11 exist by the continuity of the eigenvalues with respect to the matrix elements.
(We have A' -7 A as E -7 0.)
By (6.1) this implies that !I((A ') is nondegenerate with respect to (K.,. ). In
fact, we have verified that In(A' •K A') = ln(A *HA) and InK = In H for every Be 'UA
and K e 'U11 , K Hermitean and nonsingular.
To prove the definiteness of 2((A')ll.J, first note that, as 2((A') is nondegenerate, the identity
(6.2)

In 2((A') +In 2((A'Pl = In (2((A' ) ® 2((A')l1 l) = In K

holds by Lemma 6.5. In (6.2) the first and the last terms are constant in the neighbourhoods 'UA of A and V 11 of H, s ince In(A'•K A') and dim 2((A') are constant there (cf.
Remark 6.4). Hence, the same is true for the second term on the left of (6.2). Thus,
the subspace 1((A')[.LJ is definite with respect to (K.,.) for every Be VA and K e v 11 ,
K Hermitean and non singular. This completes the proof of the theorem.

6.7. Coro llary. If r(A) < K, where K = rank of indefiniteness of the whole space
(C,[.,.)), then the H-s.v .d. of A, if exists, is neillzer stable nor H-stable.
We are now going into some further details in the SlUdy of rhe stability of
H -s. v .d . under perturbations.
We give the next result, Lemma 6.8, in the case of an infini te-dimensional
Ponrryagin space nk, i.e. in a Krein space of finite rank k of posirivity. It gives bounds
for the numbers of the different kinds of eigenvalues of symmetric operators acting on
a Pontryagin space nk. (See also the proof of Corollary 2.9.)

6.8. Lemma. For any f'4. ·symmetric operator A on a Poncryagin space
following statements hold:

T4.

the
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(a) A has at mosr k eigenvalues in the half-plane Im z > 0 and at mosc k eigenvalu.es in che half-plane Im z < 0 {taking multiplicities into account).
(b) The number of the nonsemisimple eigenvalues of A will not exceed k.
(For this compare e.g. Bognar [4], Theorem IX.4.6 and Theorem IX.4.8.) Obviously, in our case we take J4 =(cn,(H.,.)) with k =min{p, q} denoting the index, ind H,
of the matrix H, i.e., the minimum of the numbers p of the positive and q of the negative eigenvalues of H (taking multiplicities into account). In this case we could prove
Lemma 6.8 with the aid of the canonical form of Lemma 1.6 by using Lemma 1.3.
For a fixed H-self-adjoint marrix A the sums of the multiplicities of the real
and the semisimple eigenvalues of H-se1f-adjoint matrices B from some neighbourhood
'UA of A can vary quite freely, in the limits of Lemma 6.8. However, for fixed Hand A
(A an H-self-adjoint matrix) the difference of the sums of the multiplicities of the positive and the negative eigenvalues of K-self-adjoint matrices B, where K (Hermitean and
non-singular) is taken from some neighbourhood 'UH of H and B from some neighbourhood 'UA of A, obeys more "regular" rules.
Recall that the signamre, sigH, of a Hermitean matrix H denotes the difference of the sums of the multiplicities of the positive and the negative eigenvalues of H.
Let Le (C",(H.,.)) be a linear subspace. Suppose L = L+[+]L-[+lL0 is an H-orthogonal direct sum of an H-positive subspace L+, an H-negative subspace L- and an
H- neutral subspace L 0 . (Such an H-orthogonal decomposition of L exists by Lemma 6.3.)

6.9. Definition. We call the difference sig L
the linear subspace L.

= dim L+ -

dim L- the signature of

By the discussion following Lemma 6.3, Definition 6.9 is adequately formulated
and, clearly, if G L is the Gram operator of L then sig L = sig G L· Furthermore, by
Remark 6.4 we have
(6.3)

sig L == sig(A •HA) for any matrix A E cnXn such that 2\_(A) = L.

Let SiA.) and GA(A.), respectively, be the principal subspace and the corresponding Gram operator of the subspace SA(A) belonging to the eigenvalue A. of A E cnx".
We call a linear subspace M a spectral su.bspace of A if M can be obtained as a linear
span of a collection of the principal subspaces SA(A.) of A. Especially, for any set
.Qc C the Gram operator of SA(.Q) = span{SA(A.)I A. E .Q n a(A)} is denoted by GA(fl).

6.10. Lemma. Let A E CnX" be H-self-adjoinc. For any open inten,al (JJ.p J.Lz.) c R
such that j.1.1, J.Lz. ~ a(A) we have
(6.4)

sig SiJ11, J.Lz.)= sig GA(jJ.1, J.i?.) =

i [sig(J.Lz.H- HA) - sig(JL H- HA)]_

Proof. By Lemma 1.4 the principal subs paces
conditions of Lemma 6.5 . Thus,

1

Si A.),

A.i E (JJ. 1, J.Lz.), satisfy the
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sig SA(.A).

A.i E (}ll"~ n o(A)

Since the right-hand side of (6.4) is clearly additive on acceptable subdivisions of the
interval ~, J.'-J), we can suppose that (j.J.l' ~ n a(A) = {A.;}. We make use of the canonical form of Lemma 1.6. By (6.3) we have
(6.5)

Ai

E

a(A),

where e;P(A.) refers to the block of H corresponding to the Jordan block J(A.) of A in
the canonical form of the pair (A, H).
Next note that, for any A.j e R, A.j "# 0, we have sig(P(A.)J(A.)) = sgn A.j · sig P(A.).
Hence, with (j.J.1, ~ n a(A) = {A.J the last term of (6.4) becomes

sig(}.l.zH- HA)- sig(j.J.1H- HA)

=sig(}.l.zP- PJ) -

sig(j.J.1P- PJ)

= sig(ef(A.;)J(j.l.z- A.))- sig(e;P(A)J(j.J..1 -

A.))

=2sig(ef(A.)).
Combining this identity with (6.5) proves the lemma.

The two matrices on the right-hand side of (6.4) are Hermitean and invertible
and thus the inertias and signatures of them are not changed under small perturbauions
of A and H, respectively. These observations lead us to the following lemma.

6.11. Lemma. Let A E cnxn be H-self-adjoim and let <Pc R be an open s.et of
the real line R in the complex plane C such that the boundary Jf/J of f/J relative to R
does not intersect a(A).
(i) Then for every K e 'UH, K Hermitean and nonsingular, and for every K-se/fadjoint B e 'UA, the identity
sig Gs( f/J) = sig Gi f/J) ,

sig Sa( f/J) = sig SA( f/J), equivalently

holds for sufficiently small neighbourhoods 'UH of Hand 'UA of A, respectively.
(ii) For K e 'UH (K Hermitean and nonsingular) and Be 'UA (B K-se/fadjoint), with 'UA and 'UH small enough, the number p~(B) of the eigenvalues of B in
<P (taking multiplicities into account) satisfies the inequality

p~(B) ;;::

L

lsig SiA.)I

A.e tt>n o(A)

=

(iii) the number Tftt>(B) of the nonsemisimple eigenvalues of B in f/J satisfies

the inequality
Tftt>(B)

~ ~( n.p(A) -

L

lsig Si A.) I) =

A.e tt>n o(A )

~( n.p(A) -

L

lsig GA (A.)I I),

A.e tt>n o(A)

where n~(A) denotes the number of all the eigenvalues (taking multiplicities into account) of the matrix A in f/J.
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Proof For the f!rst part of the lemma suppose c:Pj are the connected components of the open set <!>. Since there is only a finite number of connected components
containing eigenvalues of the marrix B, we can apply Lemma 6.10 to each ~and thus
find neighbourhoods 'UA of A and 'UH of H such that sig G8 ( ~) = sig GA( <!>j) is simultaneously satisfied for all <J>;. The equality sig S8(if>) = sig SA(<!J) (equivalently sig G8(<P)
=sig GA(<!J)) then follows from Lemma 6.5.
To prove (ii) and (iii), we first apply part (i) to small separate intervals
l A.• A. E l A.• of every distinct A. E <P n o(A) to get the identity

(6.6)

2:

lsig S8 (A.)I =

A.e <t> n a(B)

2,

lsig SA (A.)I.

A.e <t>n a(A)

for any acceptable K and B close enough to H and A, respectively. Then for (iii) part
(b) of Lemma 6.8 is applied to the restricted B Isa<I ,) i n the space (S8 (1;), (G8 (1 .~.).,.))
with every A. E c:P n a(A) again. It is then enough to take into account that the estimation p<J>(B) :::; n<1.,(A) holds for every B sufficiently close to A by the assumption made on
if>. Similarly, part (ii) can be proved with the aid of Lemma 6.8 (a) but, in fact, it
follows directly from (6.6).

6.12. Corollary. For any open set <Pc R such that a<J> n a(A) = 0 the signature sig L of any spectral subspace L = SA(<I>), related to an arbitrary H-self-adjoint
matrix A, is invariant under small perwrbations of A and H.
However, the dimension of such a spectral subspace SA(<P) (equivalently the
rank of the Gram opera tor GA( <!>) of S11 ( <!>) ) need not, in general, be constant in any
neighbour hood of (A, H).

cmxn

6.13. Lemma. Let A E
and let '1( be an A[*JA-invariant [.,.h·1wndegenerate
linear subspace. Then the image A('l() c 1((A) of 7( under A is nondegenerate with respect to [.,.] 1 if and only if the inclusion ?{(AI•JA) n 'l(c ?{(A) holds.
Proof If the relation ?{(AI*lA ) n 7( c ?{(A) is not valid, there exists a vector
yE ?{(A r•JA) n 1( such that ye: ?{(A). But, then z = Ay* 0 and [z, Axh = [AL•JAy, xh
= 0 for every x e '1( and z is isotropic for A('l(). Thus, if A('l() is nondegenerate then
we have !li[(Al*JA) n 1(c !li[(A).
Suppose conversely that z :;: 0, z = Ay, ye 7(, is isotropic for A('l(). Since '1(
is A[*lA-invariant, Al*lAy E '1( and for all x E 1( we have [Al*JAy, xh = [Ay, Ax] 1 = 0,
as z = Ay is isotropic for A('l(). Thus, A["'lAy is H 2 -orthogonal to '1(. But, '1( was
nondegenerare and hence Al*lAy =0 showing that ye ?{(A[*JA) n 1( although ye: ?{(A).
This gives the converse statement that the inclusion ?{(A[•JA ) n '1( c ?{(A) implies the
nondegenerateness of A('l(). The lemma is proved.
Note that the A[•JA-invariance and nondegenerateness of '1( were used only ro
prove the sufficiency part of the lemma.
We are ready to give a complete characterization of the classes of matrices
having a stable or H-stable H -s.v.d., or more generally, having an 3-stable or an Srr
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stable H-s.v.d., respectively.

6.14. Theorem. Let A E cnxn. Further let _g c R be an open set of the rea/line R
in the complex plane C such that A has an H -s. v .d. with respect to Sand that the boundary
as of 3 relative toR contains no H-singular values of A so that f-1(a!J) n o\A!*JA) = 0.
The H-s .v.d. of A with respect to 3 is S-stable if and only if either the left or the right
singular subspace corresponding to each nonzero H-singu/ar valued; of A in S is definite with respect to (H.,.) and both are definite for the zero H -singular value of A, if
0 E S. This same condition is necessary and sufficient for the S-s.v.d. of A to be
3H-stable, as well.
Proof We first prove the sufficiency part of the theorem. Let K E 'UH, K
Hermitean and invertible, and C E 'UA, and let 'UA and 'UH be such small neighbourhoods
of A and H that the conclusions of Lenuna 6.11 are valid for K, cl*lc and cJ>, where cJ>
=f -1(3) denotes the preimage of 3 under f as in Definition 6.1, containing the numbers A; = d/ and A;=- d/ corresponding to the H-singular values diE S of A. Such
an 'UA and 'UH exist, since c!*lc is K-self-adjoint and cr•Jc ~A !*lA as C ~A and K ~H.
By Remark 2.11 the sign of any nonzero eigenvalue A.; E o\A !*lA) is equal to
(6.7)

where u; and V; are the left and the right singular vectors of A corresponding to d;. Hence,
the definiteness assumptions on the H-singular values diE 3 imply that the linear
subspaces SAt•JA(A;),IA.;I =
are definite and, thus the equality

d/,

I sig SAt•JiA) I

= dim SAt•JiA;)

holds for every eigenvalue Ai E o\A!*lA) n cJ>. (For A;= 0, if 0 E 3, this follows from
9{(A[*JA) =9{(A(*lA) n SA1•1A(f- 1(!J)) c 9{(A); see Lemma 6.13.) Hence, pans (ii)
and (iii) of Lemma 6.11 give us the inequalities
(6.8)

and
(6.9)

7J<r>(c!*lc):::;

=

i

(n<r>(A!*1A)-

L

dimSAt•JA(A.))

AE <f>(l o(Al"lA)

i(n<r>(A!*JA)-ko)

for every C E 'UA and K E 'UH, K Hermitean and invertible. But n<r>(A[*JA) =ko and
thus (6.9) implies 7J<r>(C!*lc) = 0, i.e., all the eigenvalues of c!*Jc in cJ> are semisimple.
On the other hand, the continuity of the eigenvalues A; and the assumptions
on S guarantee that there exist some neighbourhoods of A and H such that the
the number of the eigenvalues of c!*Jc in tP is at most ko· So making 'UA and 'UH
smaller, if necessary, we can find neighbourhoods 'V'A of A and 'V'H of H, respectively,
such that the equality holds in (6.8), i.e., the number of the eigenvalues of c!*Jc in cp
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is the same for every C e o/A and K e o/H.
It remains to consider the nondegeneracy of the space 1(.!J(C) := 1((C ISc;~·J (ru:m>·
Suppose C e o/A and K e o/H with K Hennitean and nonsingular. If 0 ~ S then 'We have
9-,((CI*lC) nscr•Jc(r\~) = {0} and hence 1(_g(C) is nondegenerate by Lemma 6.13. If
0 e S, then 9-,((C[*JC) n Scr·Jc(f-1($)) = 9-,((ci•Jc). Hence, for the proof of the statement
that 1(.!J(C) is K-nondegenerate for any C e o/A and K e o/H we need, again by Lemma
6.13, only to verify 9-,((CI*lC) c 9-,((C), i.e., that the whole range 1((C) of C is k-nondegenerate. But this can be achieved by Theorem 6.6, as the left singular subspace,
i.e. the linear subspace 9-,((AI*l) = 1((A)Il.l, was assumed to be definite. Indeed, by
making o/A and o/H smaller, if necessary, we can find neighbourhoods 'WA of A and 'WH
of H, respectively, such that for every C e 'WA and K e 'WH, K Hermitean and nonsingular, 1((C) and, thus 1(.!J(C) also, is K-nondegenerate.
We have shown that forK e 'WH, K Hermitean and nonsingular, and forCe 'WA ,
C has a K-s.v.d. with respect to S and the number of the K-singular values of C in
t:P is constant. In the tenninology introduced above, A has an $-stable and, thus, also
an SH-stable H-s.v.d.
To prove the converse statement, suppose first that A has an H-s.v.d . with
respect to S but that for some nonzero H-singular value d; of A contained in S neither the left nor the right singular subspace is definite. By restricting A to the linear
subspace SAI'JA(f- 1($)), we essentially can assume that A has an H-s.v.d. A = U D v - 1.
It is easily seen that (after a permutation) there is a 2 x 2 block D; = dJ2 in
D such that for the corresponding left and right singular vectors, without loosing generality, the .related block in SI= u*H is slj = diag(+l ,-1) and the block in s2 =
VHV is S2'=±diag(+l,- l).Denote

u

D;(~)= [ ~~ ~; ]

= dJ2 +4(e1e2* - e2e1*),

4e

C,

and letD(4) = diag(di1, ... , D;@, ... ,dj ). Then we haveD(4) ~ D and C@ = U D(4}V- 1 ~A
as 4~ 0.
P
We have C(4)1*1C(4) =V S2D*(4) S1 D@ v-1• Here S2 D\4) S1 D(4), similar to
C( 4)f*lc( 4), is block diagonal and contains the block
E=S iD*(AS ;D(A= + [
2

~J 1

~J

-

d/-1~2 4

-2d;Re

Hence, E is a sum of the matrix ±(d/ - 1~2)/2 and of a skew-adjoint matrix. Thus,
whenever 4 satisfies Re 4"i:- 0, the eigenvalues of E are not real. So the number of the
H-singular values of C inS is not constant. This shows that the H-s.v.d. of the matrix
A is not stable with respect to S, if the definiteness condition on d; e S, d; "i:- 0, is
not satisfied.
Suppose then 0 e Sand that the S-s.v.d. of A is Sff"stable. Then in some neighbourhood 'llA of A the linear subspace 1((C Sct•J <Jl(!J))) is H-nondegenerate forCe 'l.lA.
It follows from Lemma 6.13 that the whole rahge 1((C) of every C e 'llA must be Hnondegenerate, too. By Theorem 6.6 1((Ai.Ll = 9-,((AI"l), equivalently the left singular

I
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subspace of A corresponding to d; =0, must be H-definite. It remains to prove that the
right singular subspace of A corresponding to d; = 0, i.e. the space 7-,((A) =!.t(A[•J)I.ll, is
H-definite. If 7-,((A) is not H-definite, then as in the proof of Theorem 6.6 we can find in
every neighbourhood of A a matrix C such that 'J{(C) = 'J{(Cl'"lC) isH-degenerate. (Define
C(~ =A + ~y0 [.,zJ, where 0-:~= z0 E 'J{(A) is H-neutral and 0-:~= y0 e ?((A)[.ll is H-positive or H-negative.) For such a C, the number ~ = 0 is not a semisimple eigenvalue of
cl*Jc. This contradicts the .5H·stability of A and completes the proof of the theorem.
For sub-Pesonen matrices, introduced in Section 3, we have the following result
6.15. Proposition. A sub-Pesonen matrix A E ,{OH has a stable H-s.v.d. and an
H-stable H-s.v.d. simultaneously, and these exist if and only if the subspace 7-,((At•J) is
definite.

Proof We first show that the left or the righr singular subspace of A E p 11
for any nonzero H-singular value d; is definite. For this it is enough to verify that
the eigenspaces 'J{(AI"lA- A.J), A; e a(Al*lA), of A[•JA are definite (cf. identity
(6.7) above).
But, by Lemma 3.1 AL•JA cannot have any nonzero neutral eigenvectors,
which readily implies the definiteness of every eigenspace 'J{(Ar~JA- A./)= sA,.1A(A.),
A; e a(Al'"lA), of Al*lA_ (If 0 E a(Al*JA), the statement holds also for this eigenvalue)
Hence, A fulfills the requirements of Theorem 6.14 exactly if the linear subspace ?{(Af"'l) is definite, since ?{(A) = ?{(Af"lA).
6.2. Analytic perturbations and H-singular values
LetA(t) = 'L 1":ot 1 A 1 be some analytic n x n matrix-valuedfunction defined in some
neighbourhood of t =0. Suppose that A(O) =A is the unperturbed matrix under investigation. It can be asked whether under such "regular" perturbations as above, the H -si ngular values d;(t) of A(t), if they exist, behave in some regular way, too. More precisely:
can they always be chosen to be analytic functions in t ? To make use of the results
known for analytic matrix functions and especially for their eigenvalues we shall
restrict our interest to a real parameter t E R. (Note that d1(t) E R+ by definition.
Further, if A(z) is both Hermitean and analytic matri)< function of a complex argument z then it follows from Cauchy-Riemann equations that A(z) must be cons tant.)

6.16. Theorem. Let A be nonsingular an.d let A(t), A(O) =A, be any analytic
n x n matrix-valued function on a real interval 'l1 around t =0. Suppose thw A has an
H-s.v.d. with respect lO [.,.] = (H., .). Then there exists a real interval ·V around l =0
such that A(t) has an H-s.v.d. and the H-singular values of A(t) can be taken to be
analyric functions on o/ if and only if for every H-singular value d1 of A the left or
the right singular subspace is definite, i.e., if and only if the H-s.v.d. of A is 1-1-stable.

Proof First suppose that A= A(O) has an H-stable H-s. v.d. By Theorem 6.14
there exists a neighbourhood 'l1o of r = 0 such that every matrix A(t), t E 'U0, has an
H-s.v.d. Since A is nonsingular, also A(t) is nonsingu1ar in some neighbourhood 'I{ of
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=0. Define 'V= 'U. n 'l1o n 1{ and
A 1(t) = [

~(t)!•J

A(r)

0

l

t E o/.

,

Then A1 (t) is analytic on '11 and (H $ H)-self-adjoint. It can be easily verified that the
positive eigenvalues A.;(t) e a(A 1 (r)) of A1(r) for any re ·V are equal to the H-singular
values di(t) of A(t) originating from the positive eigenvalues d 1(r)2 of A(c)f*lA(t). Nore
that, by the continuity of eigenvalues and the nonsingulariry of A(t) and hence of
A1(t) on '11 the signs of the branches of the real eigenvalues A;Ct) e a(A 1(t)) cannot
change on '11, since we have o(A 1(t)) c R U i R for every t e 'V by the H-stability of
the H-s.v.d. of A. One must show that the branches A.i = di with A;(t) =di(t) > 0 are
analytic functions on 'V
From the theory of algebraic functions it is known that for any polynomial
P(z, A.) = .L 1:0 b/z)A!, having as its coefficients analytic functions b1 (b"(z) 1) defined
in some neighbourhood iz- z0i < E of z0, the zeros A.i(z) of P(z , A.) can be represented
as functions of z in the form of Puiseux series, A;(z) = .L ;;0 ak[((z- z0 ) 118]k , where g ~ 1
is an integer less than or equal to the multiplicity of A.i(z0 ) as a root of P(z0 , A.) = 0,
( denotes a gth root of the unit and (z-z 0 ) 118 is a fixed branch of (z-z0 ) 11R. (For
detailed information see Baumgartel [3]. especially pp. 370-371.) In particular,
this result is applicable to the eigenvalues of an analytic marrix function C(z), as the
coefficients of det(C(z)- JJ) are then analytic functions in z.
It follows that for an eigenvalue d(t) of A 1(r), t e '11, where d(1) --7 d(O) > 0
as t --7 0, we can write a fractional power series expansion in t llg, say

=

00

(6. 10)

d(t) = d(O)

+

.L

k= l

[t 11H]k

d
(k)

00

= d(O)

+ k ~ d<k>(ltl 118ilcos(k(arg t)/g) + i sin(k(arg t)/g)],
1

where g is a positive integer, less than or equal to the algebraic multiplicity of d(O) as
an eigenvalue of A 1(0), i.e., g s; dim SA (d(O)). Since d(t) is real on '11, a limit argument for t > 0, t E 'l/, shows that the coofficients d(k) in the expansion (6.10) are real
numbers. On the other hand for t < 0, t e '11, the imaginary parts d(k)(lzi118/·sin(k.n/g)
of d(k)[r l/g)k must all vanish. That is, in (6.10) d(k) = 0 unless k is of the form
k =p g, p e N, i.e., d(t) is analytic on ·V.
To prove that the H-singular values d(r) --7 d(O) obtained from rhe negative
eigenvalues of A(r)l*lA(t) are analytic on '11, we make use of the matrix function

0

Az(t) = [ i A(rfl

i A(t)

0

l

'

t E

'll.

The function A2 (t) is self-adjoint with respect to H $(- H) and the positive eigenvalues
J.l.;(t) of A2(r) are jusr the H-singular values d;(t) of A(r) obtained from the negative
eigenvalues of A(t)I*JA(t). A similar argument as above shows that also these H-singular
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values define analytic functions on o/.
The converse statement is obvious. The latter part of the proof of Theorem
6.14 gives an analytic matrix function which has no H-s.v.d. for any t E R \ {0}. (See
also Example 6.19 below.)

6.17. Remark. The result of Theorem 6.16 is applicable also for the case where
the matrix H has been replaced by an analytic matrix function H(t), t e R, H(t)
Hermitean and nonsingular. The same proof will apply with some obvious changes.
6.18. Remark. We can leave out the nonsingularity assumption made on A in
Theorem 6.16, if we allow such H-singular values for which d(t) ~ 0 as t ~ 0 to attain
also negative values. To verify this, we first recall that for Y;(t) E a(A(t)[*JA(t)), IY;(t)l
= d;(t) 2, the identity sgn r;(t) = [u;(t), u;(t)] [ v;(t), v;(t)] holds, where u;(t) and v;(t)
are the left and the right singular vectors of A(t) (t E o/) corresponding to dm (cf. Remark 2.11). Then by the H-stability of the H-s.v.d. of A =A(O), the linear subspaces
9{(A(O)[*lA(O)) and 9{(A(O)A(Ofl) are definite, and furthermore, taking the invariance
of the signature stated in Corollary 6.12 into account, it is possible to find a neighbourhood o/' c '1l of t = 0 such that [u;(t), u;(t)], [v;(t), v;(t)] and, thus also sgn Y;(t)
is constant for t E o/'. Moreover, this sign, sgn Y;(t), is the same for every Y;(t), IY;(t)l
=d;(t)2, having the property r;(t) ~ 0 as t ~ 0. It follows that we can still use A 1 (t)
(if sgn Y;(t) > 0) or Ait) (if sgn r;(t) < 0) to prove that also the signed H-singular
values d;(t) E R of A(t), with d;(t) ~ 0 for t ~ 0, define analytic functions d; on o/'.
If A does not have a stable or an H-stable H-s.v.d. a more detailed result is
valid. If the definiteness condition on the singular subspace pairs is violated the analytic nature of the H-singular values d(t) can be lost totally. In the next example an
analytic matrix function is given for which even a squared H-singular value d(t) 2 need
not be analytic on any real neighbourhood of the origin.

6.19. Example. Without loss of generality it is enough to consider the 2 x 2
case using H = diag(l,-1 ). Define

d-e-i

A(s) = [ s- i

i-e ]

d+s+i '

se R,

where d :~: 0 refers to a singular value having both singular subspaces nondefinite. Then
A(e) is analytic and A(e) ~ diag(d, d) as e ~ 0. However, for
A(e)l*lA(e) = [ d2-2d(e+d-)+4£i3 2d(i-s)
]
2d(~d-)
~+2d(e+i)+4£i3

the eigenvalues and also the squares of H-singular values (for
at s = 0. Indeed, one has

€~

i-s]
s+i ·

0) are nonanalytic
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T his gives the eigenvalues At = d 1 + 4e' ± 2d (4£!) 112 which are not analytic in any
real neighbourhood of E =0.

7. The H-s.v.d. of plus matrices
Let (C",[.,.]) be a properly indefinite scalar product space (i.e. K> 0). We denote by r_s; (respectively 'If,;) the set of all nonnegative (respectively nonpositive) vectors
in (C",[.,.]). In this section we will study the H-s .v.d. of matrices in some imponanr subclasses of matrices operating in ccn,[.,.l). The first step in this direction was taken up
already in Section 4.

cnxn

7.1. Definition. A mQlrix A E
is said to be H-noncontractive if [Ax, Ax]
;::: [x, x] for all X E C". A E
is said to be a plus marrix if A13~ c r.s;, i.e. if A
carries nonnegative vectors onto nonnegative vectors.

cnxn

Clearly, every scalar multiple of an H-noncontractive matrix is a plus matrix. Moreover, any matrix A satisfying ?t(A) c r_s; is a plus matrix too. The following lemma
is fundamental (cf. e.g. Krel'n- Shmul'yan [15]) and gives a converse statement.

7.2. Lemma. Let A be a plus matrix. Then there exists a scalar J1;::: 0 such that
[Ax, Ax] ;::: J1 [x, x],

holds for every x e C".
Proof The assertion follows by applying Lemma 4.1 to scalar products [x, x]
and [Ax, Ax] to get the desired estimation with
J1

=Jl+(A) =

inf [Ax,
[x,x)

=1

Axl 2: 0.

This proves the assertion.
By Lemma 7.2 for any plus matrix A the matrix Ar•JA - JJ.+(A)I is H-nonnegmive,
A[*JA- Jl+(A)l 2:H 0, by which we understand that A· HA- JJ.+(A)H 2: 0.
If for a plus matrix A the scal ar JJ.+(A) > 0 then A is called a strict plus matrix. In case JJ.+(A) = 0 A is said to be a Mnstrict plus matrix. Thus, a strict plus
matrix is collinear with an H-noncontractive matrix and for a nonstrict plus matrix A
we have 2{.(A) c r_s;.
Before we turn to analyse the H-s.v.d. of plus matrices we prove the following
lemma for H-nonnegative matrices A ;:::H 0.

7.3. Lemma. For A '?:.H 0 all the nonzero eigenvalues ..1.; of A are real and semisimple. The Jordan blocks corresponding ro the eigenvalue A;= 0 have a maximum size of
2 x 2. If A; e a(A) and A;> 0 then the eigenspace ~(A - ..1.J) is positive. lf Ai e a(A)
and Ai < 0 then !he eigenspace ~(A - ..1./) is negative.

Proof First note that [Ax, x] = 0 implies Ax = 0, since A is H-nonnegarive. lL
follows that for p e N+ the identity APx =0 implies A 2x =0. For A; E a(A) and
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x e ?{(A - A./) we have A.Jx, x]:::: [A."t, x] :::: 0. Thus a(A) c R, and further ).i > 0
implies [x, x] > 0 and A;< 0 implies [x, x] < 0, since from [x, x ] = 0 it follows
[Ax, x] = 0 and hence 0 = Ax = A.;.x. The definiteness of 7{(A- A./) for A;'* 0 shows
also that A; :F. 0 is semisimple. The proof is completed.

cnxn

7.4. Corollary. Let A e
be H-nonnegative . Then A has an H-s.v.d. if and
only if zhe subspace ?{(A) is nondegenerate. The H-s .v.d. of A is srable (or H-stable)
if and only !f ?{(A) is definite and o{A) does not contain points lying symmetric
relative to the origin.
Proof By Lemma 7.3 A[•JA :::: A2 is r-diagonable (cf. p. 11). The ftrst assertion
follows then from Theorem 2.4 by noting that ?{(A) =2((A)(.!.J.
By Remark 2.11 and Lemma 7.3 again the singular subspaces conesponding ro the
singular values d; '* 0 of A are definite if and only if a(A) does not contain points with
opposite signs. It remains to refer to Theorem 6.14 to complete the proof of the corollary.
Note that if A ;::If 0 and S c R is an open set for which 0 ~ S n o(A) then A
has an S-s.v.d. If further as does not contain points IA.;I. A; E o(A), the S-s.v.d. for
such an A and 3 is S-stable (SH-stable) if again there are no points ±A.; e a(A) lying
symmetric relative to the origin with IA.;I e 5.

7.5. Theorem. Let A e Cnx" be a nonstricz plus macrix. Then A has an H-s.v .d.

if and only if 1((A) is positive and ~(A) is nondegenerate. The H-s .v.d. of such an A
is stable (or H-stab/e) if and only if ?{(A) is positive and 2((A) is a maximal positive
linear subspace of(C'\[.,.]).
Proof. Since A is nonstrict plus, 1l(A) as a nonnegative linear subspace is
nondegenerate if and only if it is positive. By Lemma 7 .2 we have A[•JA ;;::H 0 and hence
by Lemma 7.3 A[•JA is r-diagonable exactly if the eigenvalue A;:::: 0 of A[• JA is semisimple. This last condition is equivalent to the nondegenerateness of the subspace
?{(Al•JA). But for A with a nondegenerate 1((A) we have ?{(A) = ?{(A[•JA) (cf. Lemma
2.3). This proves the first pan of the theorem.
To establish the latter part, note that all the left singular subspaces conespending to the nonzero singular values of A are positive as linear subspaces of 2l(A).
Next, it is easily verified that the definiteness of 2l(A)ll-l is equivalent to the claim
for the subspace 1((A) to be a maximal positive linear subspace. By Theorem 6.14 it remains to consider the definiteness of ?{(A). Since A is nonstrict plus, !i\((A) contains
a positive vector x '* 0. (This is easily seen with the aid of the H-s.v.d. of A .) Hence,
for a stable (or H-stable) H-s.v.d. of A the space ?{(A) must be positive.
7.6. Corollary. Lee (H.,.) be an indefinite scalar product on C" and ler In H =
(p,q,O) be the inenia of H with K = (p, q} > 0. A necessary condition for any nonscrict
plus matrix A operating on (Cn,(H., .)) to have a stable (or H-stable) H-s.v.d. is that the
inequality p :::: q is satisfied.
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7.7. Remark. If A is some nonstrict plus matrix having an H-s.v.d. then also
Al*l has an H-s.v.d. However, Al*l need not be a plus matrix as simple examples show.
In fact, if a nonstrict plus matrix A has a stable (or an H-stable) H-s.v.d. rhen A[•J
cannot be a plus matrix. Nore also that if g c R is an open subset such that 0 ll 3
then every nonstrict plus matrix A, with H-singular values not lying on the boundary
as, has an 3-stable (and S 11 stable) H-s.v.d.
The following result, concerning the H-s. v.d. of strict plus matrices, is also
easily established with the aid of Lemma 7.3 by considering the matrix A!*IA - Jl+(A)l
?.H 0, Jl+(A) > 0, and by noting that the linear subspace ~(A)ll.l for such an A is
negative.
7.8. Theorem. Let A E C"Xn be a strict plus matrix. Then A has an H-s.v.d. if and
only if the linear subspace ?£(Al"JA- Jl+(A)l) is nondegenerate. Further, for A to have
a stable (or H-stable) H-s.v.d. it is necessary and sufficient char J{(A[•JA- Jl+(A)l) is
definite.
If A E C"Xn is a strict plus matrix and g c R is an open subset such that
,u+-(A) i! 5 then A, with no H-singular values on the boundary as, has an S-stable (and
SH-stable) H-s.v.d.
Let A E Cfl)(" and suppose that for some J.1 E R we have At• lA - tli ?.11 0 and
funher denote
J.l_(A) = sup - [Ax, Ax].
[x.x]=-1

Then J.l_(A) is well-defined and finite (j.l_(A) ~ J.1). Especially, for any plus matrix A
we have J.l_(A) ~Jl+(A) and it is easily verified that AI*1A- j.1l ?.N 0 holds exacrly if
J.1 E [J.l_(A), ll)A)] . By Lemma 7.3 rhe linear subspace ?£(Al*JA - AI) is negative for any
A.< J1+(A) and positive for any A.> J1_(A). This implies rhat A[*JA - j.1l is nonsingular
for every J1 e (u_(A), fl+(A)) (if J.l_(A) < J.l+(A)).

7.9. Lemma. Let A E C"xn be a plus matrix. Then we have J.l_(A), J.l+(A) E
o(AI*lA).JfA is a strict plus matrix then we have a(A l"lA) c R+ and especially J1_(A) ?. 0.
Proof If for example A[•JA- J1+(A)J ?.fl 0 were nonsingular rhen for any J.1
sufficiently close to J.l+(A) the inequality Af•JA - j.Jl '?.H 0 would still be valid, a contradiction to the fact that J.1 should lie in (J.l_(A), J.l+(A)]. Thus we have tL/A) E
o(Af*lA). The relation J1_(A) e o(A[•JA) is verified analogously.
To prove the second statement suppose that A. E o(Al"JA) and A.< 0. Then for
x~O with Al*lAx = A.x we have [x,x] <0 since A.<O<p+(A) (cf. Lemma 7.3). Hence
0 < A.[x, x] = [Ax, Ax]. On the other hand let 'M be some maximal positive linear subspace of (C",[.,.]) such that x [.l] M . (Such an M exists, cf. Lemma 1.3 and Lemma
6.5.) Then A'M is also maximal positive, since A is strict plus, and further for every
yE M we have 0 = A.[x, y] = [A.x, y] = [Af•lA.x, y] = [Ax, Ay]. Thus A.x [.l] AM and
[Ax, Ax] < 0, which gives us a contradiction. Hence, for a strict plus matrix A we must
have o(Al•JA) c R+.
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We shall next investigate some important subclasses of strict plus marrices
and their H-s.v.d.
A matrix A e CnXn is said to be aB -plus matrix if for all x ::t 0 with [x, xl;::: 0
we have [Ax, Ax] > 0. A e C"xn is said to be a focusing plus matrix if for some TJ > 0
the inequality [Ax, Ax] ;::: 7JIIAxll2 holds for every x with [x, x] ;::: 0. Moreover, we call
(uniformly) H-expansive if for some 8> 0 the inequality [Vx, Vx ] ;:::
a marrix V E
[x, x] + 81~11 2 is satisfied for any x e C". Here 11·11 stands for some norm on C".
Clearly, H-expansive matrices are H-noncontractive and B-plus matrices and
focusing plus matrices are, indeed, plus matrices.
Next we note that by making use of the H-s.v.d. (provided that it exists) of a
plus matrix A we see that the following characterizations of Jl.+(A) and J..L_(A) are valid

cnxn

(7.1)

I litil = d/ with [vi, vi]= +1},
a(A[*JA) I IA.;I = d? with [vi, vJ = - 1} .

Jl.+(A) = min{iti e a(AI"lA)
J.l_(A) = max(iti e

Here vi denotes a right singular vector corresponding to the H-singular value di of A .

7.10. Theorem. For a plus matrix A e C"x" the following conditions are equivalent:
(i)
A is strict plus and has a srable H-s.v.d.,
(ii) 0 S J.l_(A) < J.l+(A),
(iii) A is nonzero and collinear with an H-expansive matrix V ,
(iv) A is a focusing strict plus,
(v) A is B-plus,
(iv) A is strict plus and 7{(AI*lA- J.l+(A)f) is (positive) definite.
Moreover, if A satisfies any of these conditions the same is true for AI•J and
further Jl.±(A [•J) =J.l±(A).
Proof (i) ~ (ii). Suppose first that (i) holds. By Lemma 7.9 Jl._(A);::: 0. Further a(AI*JA) eR+ and thus [ui, uJ [vi, vi]= +1. It then follows from the identities
(7.1) and the stability of the H-s .v.d. of A that J.l_(A) ::t J.l+(A), i.e. Jl._(A) < J.l+(A)
holds.
(ii) ~ (iii). Suppose (ii) holds, and let J.1 e R be such that Jl._(A) < J.1 < J.l+(A) . Then
A[*JA- J.1] is invertible and for any x e C", .x ::t 0, we have
[(A l*JA- J.1]).x, x] > 0.

It follows that for any norm 11·11 on C" there exists fi.J.i.) > 0 such tbat
((A • HA - Jl.H)x, x);::: fi.J.i.)l~ll

is satisfied, i.e. J.1- 112A isH-expansive.
(iii) ~ (iv). Let A = cV, c ::t 0, where V is H-expansive and let 11-11 be some norm
on C". Denote by IIAII = sup IIAxll/1~11. X* 0, the corresponding norm on cnxn. Then
for any x e 'It, we have
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[Ax, Ax] ~

2

lcl ([x, x]

+

8Uxll

2

)

~

2

lci 0IIxll

2

~

lci2 8

liAif2"

11Axll2 .

Thus A is a focusing and strict plus matrix.
(iv) => (v). Let A be focusing strict plus. To show that A is a B-plus matrix we verify that if [x, x] ~ 0 and [Ax, Ax] = 0 then one has x = 0. Indeed, for
any x satisfying these two conditions we have 0 = [Ax, Ax] ~ 1J I!Axil with 1J > 0
and thus x e 9{(A). Since 9{(AI*lA) :::> 9{(A) is negative for a strict plus matrix A
(cf. Lemma 7.3) it follows that x = 0.
(v) => (i). If A is a B-plus matrix then the matrix Al*JA is a Pesonen matrix
and to show that A has a stable H-s.v.d. it is enough to verify that the linear subspace
1{.(A)I.LJ is definite (cf. Proposition 6.15). But aB-plus matrix A clearly maps every positive subspace onto a positive subspace in a one-to-one manner. Hence 1{.(A) contains
a maximal positive subspace and thus the subspace 1{.(A)I.Ll is contained in a negative
subspace, i.e. 1{.(A)I.Ll is definite. That A is strict plus (and not only a plus matrix)
follows then from the existence of an H -s. v .d. for A and the identities (7 .1) above.
That (i) <=>(vi) was stated already in Theorem 7.8. To complete the proof of
the theorem it is enough to use the H-s.v.d. of A and again the characterizations of
the numbers JJiA) given in (7 .1).

7.11. Corollary. If A satisfies any of the conditions (i)-(vi) of Theorem 7.10
then A belongs to the class PH of sub-Pesonen matrices.
HA e pH and the H-s.v.d. of A is stable (or H-stable) we will shortly call A
a stable sub-Pesonen matrix. By Theorem 7.10 all (uniformly) H-expansive matrices,
focusing strict plus matrices orB-plus matrices are examples of stable sub-Pesonen matrices. In the following theorem we shall establish various approximation properties
of stable sub-Pesonen matrices.

7.12. Theorem. The closure of the set of stable sub-Pesonen matrices in the
contains all strict plus matrices and nonstrict
norm topology of the linear space
plus matrices A with the property JJ_(A) < 0 (JJ+(A) = 0) as well as nonstrict plus matrices A such that A[•J also is a plus matrix.

cnxn

Proof. To construct the desired approximations using stable sub-Pesonen matrices
we first denote by p+ an orthogonal projection onto some maximal positive subspace !M
such that p+ commutes with H, i.e. p+H =HP+. (Such a p+ is found by taking M as
the spectral subspace of H determined by the positive eigenvalues of H.) Then p + I 'X..
is injective for any nonnegative linear subspace ~: if x e ~ and P+x = 0 then we
have x =(I - p+)x e I).[I.Ll and since l).[l.LJ is negative it follows that x = 0. Denote
p- =I- p+_ Then (pt- r ) ~H 0 and since (P+- r? =I we can define a norm on
by llxll2 =[(p+- r)x, x]. Further we denote le= I+ E(P+- f'), e > 0. Then the
identity [/,_x, I,_x] = (1 + ~)[x, x] + 2ellxi12 holds. Thus for a strict plus matrix A we
get an estimation

en
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from which it can immediately be deduced that AI£' e > 0, is aB-plus matrix with J.l+(AJs)
~ (1 + tf)J.L+(A) and hence a stable sub-Pesonen matrix too. Since Ais ~A as e -~ 0,
the first assertion is proven. (The matrices leA would be applicable here as well.)
Next suppose that A is non strict plus with J.L_(A) < 0. For any e > 0 we define A£= (I+ eP+)A. Then the range 1{.(AJ of Ae is positive, in fact

for any x with AsX ;t 0, since if AsX ;t 0 then Ax ;t 0 and thus p+Ax ;t 0. Especially As
is a plus matrix. For J.l = J.L_(A)/2 < 0 the matrix A[*JA- J.ll ~H 0 is invertible and thus
by making e > 0 small enough the same holds for Ac- Hence we have J.l_(Ae) ~ J.l_(A)/2 < 0.
Thus, by Lemma 7.3 ?{(Ael*lAe) is positive (and J.l+(Ae) = 0, see Lemma 7.9). This implies that AtJAe is a Pesonen matrix, and hence the matrix As is sub-Pesonen for e > 0
small enough. To find a desired approximation by stable sub-Pesonen matrices we make
use of the H-s.v.d. of Ac- Indeed, if 1{.(A) is not yet maximal positive (i.e. ?{(Al*l)
is not negative) then Ae' = Ae + o[.,v]u (O> 0), where u E 9l(AiLl is positive and
v E ?{(AJ, is again a sub-Pesonen matrix. By repeating this process finitely many times
we can assume that 1{.(Ae) is maximal positive, i.e. that Ae is a stable sub-Pesonen
matrix (cf. Proposition 6.15).
Suppose then that A is a nonstrict plus matrix such that also A [•J is a plus
matrix. Define AP =(I+ pp+)A(I +pP+), p > 0. As above it is verified that 1{.(Af) is
positive and thus 1{.(All) = 1{.(A [*lAP) (cf. Lemma 2.3). Since A[*J and I+ pP are
plus matrices, this identity shows that also 1{.(Atl) is positive. Thus ?{(AllAP.) =?{(A~
= 1{.(AP[*l)ll-l is nondegenerate and A.i =0 must be a semisimple eigenvalue ofAPl*lAP ~H 0.
Hence AP has an H-s.v.d. (cf. Lemma 7.3), and by a similar extension as made above
for A we can find in every neighbourhood of A a matrix AP' such that 1{.(A/) and
1{.(AP~*1) are in fact maximal positive linear subspaces. Then AP'["JAP' ~H 0 and the
linear subspaces ?{(A/*lAP') and ?{(A/*1) are negative and thus AP' is a stable
sub-Pesonen matrix approximating A. This proves the last part of the theorem.

cnxn

A matrix A e
is called a minus matrix if A'F,; c 'F,;. i.e. if A maps moopositive vectors onto nonpositive vectors. Equivalently, one can interpret a minus matrix as a plus matrix operating on the antispace (Cn, (-H.,.)) of the space (Cn, (H.,.)).
It is obvious that results analogous to those proved above for plus matrices can be established to minus matrices and to the corresponding subclasses of them as well.

8. On a connection between H-singular values and eigenvalues
It is a known fact that the ordinary (definite) singular values of a normal
matrix coincide with the moduli of the eigenvalues of A, i.e. di(A) = IA.i(A)I if A is
normal. The next theorem gives a generalization of this result into the indefinite scalar
product case. For this, one needs a closer insight into the spectral structure of an Hnormal matrix. As usual, any matrix commuting with its H-adjoint will be called ant Hnorma/ matrix. It is noted, that any complex matrix can be regarded as an H-normal
matrix with respect to some indefinite scalar product. However, the existence of an
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H-s.v.d . for such an A guarantees a somewhat specialized sliUcture for the matrix A .
Let H be a Hermitean and nonsingular matrix. By 'J'{H we denote the class of
square matrices u for which u •Ju = - /.
Since any U e 7{ 11 is clearly invertible, the class 'J'{H is nonempty only under specific conditions. In particular, one must have In H =In (-H), so that the sums
of the multiplicities of the positive and the negative eigenvalues of H must be equal.
Before proving our next lemma, we recall that two linear subspaces ~ 1 and
~ are said to be skewly linked (or to form a dual pair in the sense of Bogmir [4])
2
if~~ n ~.p-l = ~2 n ~~r.Ll = {OJ.

v

8.1. Lemma. Let U e 'J{_H. If vis an eigenvalue of U then the number v"' = -1 I
is also an eigenvalue of U. Ail the principal subspaces Sv of U are neutral. Moreover,
the principal subspaces Sv and Sv* are skewly linked and their sum Sv + SV" is nondegenerate .

Proof It is enough to show that for v, f1 e a(U) satisfying V;t ;./ the principal subspaces Sv and Sf.L are H-orthogonal to each other. After this the rest can be
proved as follows. First, since always v ;t v·, all Sv are neutral. For v e a(U) the
orthogonal companion of Sv contains Sv and also Sf.L for every f1 ;t v*. By equation ( 1.1 )
of Section 1, this gives an estimation

n - dim Sv

= dim (S}.Ll)

~ n- dim S.r·

Hence we have dim Sv* ~dim Sv, which implies v· e a(V) . By symmetry, one has
dim Sv =dimS~"".~ dimS~"". Thus

s I.LJ n sv* =sV" ll.l n s
V

V

= (O}

'

i.e., Sv and Sv* are skewly linked.
The subspace Sv + SV" is nondegenerate, since again by equation ( 1.1) its
isotropic part must be {0}.
Next we prove the H-orthogonality of the subspaces Sv and Sf.L for every
v, J.1. e a(U) with v ;t fl•. For every pair x e Sv and ye SJJ. there are s, t e N such
that (U - vIYx = 0 and (U- f1 /) 1y = 0. We shall prove the onhogonaliry of x and y.
In the case s =t = 1 we get
[x, y] =- [Ux, Uy] = - vf.L [x, y].

-vJi

Since V>"= fl*,i.e.
;t 1, this implies [x, y] =0.
We proceed by induction on s + t. Denote x 1 = (U- vl)x and y 1 = (U -J.Ll)y.
Then the H-orthogonality condition on all exponents s and t such that s + t < n gives
fors+ t = n
[x, y]

=-

[Ux, Uy]

- [vx,fly]

=-

[x 1 + vx, Y1 + J.LY]

=-Vfl[x,y].
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=0 and the lemma is proved.

In fact, the Jordan blocks of U corresponding to the eigenvalues v and v• of
U are of equal size. The converse statement is also true; if the spectrum of the matrix
U satisfies the above symmetry relation and the sizes of the Jordan blocks of v and v*
are identical, then uf•lu =-I with respect to some indefinite scalar product. In
other words, if U is similar to -(lff1 this similarity can be achieved with some
Hermitean H.
Let us use for a while some of the terminology of lattices of invariant subspaces.
First recall, that a hyperinvariant subspace of the matrix A is a linear subspace that
is invariant under any matrix B commuting with A. It is well-known and easily verified
that the collection of all hyperinvariant subspaces of the matrix A forms a lattice, the
lattice operations being the sum and the intersection of the subspaces.
The lattice of the hyperinvariant subspaces for A can be explicitly derived. It
contains all the principal subspaces of A, as shown by direct calculation. Accordingly,
all the spectral subspaces (i.e. the sums of the principal subspaces) of A belong to it.
Let A be H-normal and suppose that A has an H-s.v.d. with respect to [.,.]
= (H.,.), H Hermitean and invertible. Then the left and the right singular subspaces corresponding to any H-singular value of A coincide. Furthermore, the above discussion
applied to A[*JA tells us that every eigenspace corresponding to a fixed eigenvalue of
A[*JA is a reducing subspace for A itself (i.e. a linear subspace such that it itself and
some of its direct complements are A-invariant). This means that we can find a basis in C" with respect to which A has a block diagonal structure, equivalently, A as a
matrix is similar to a block diagonal matrix. Every block, say T;. corresponds to a certain eigenvalue A; e o(A(*JA), hence to some H-singular valued; of A, too. The eigenvalues
of the block T; are below referred to as the eigenvalues of A corresponding to an H -singular value d; of A. The structure of A is completely characterized by the proof of the
next theorem, which answers to the problem posed at the beginning of this section.
8.2. Theorem. Let H be a Hermitean and nonsingular matrix. Suppose that A,
!AI ::t 0, is an H-normal matrix and has an H-s.v.d. Let d; be an H-singular value of A.
(i) Then the eigenvalue J.l; of A corresponding to d;, originating from a positive eigenvalue of A[*lA, satisfies IJ.l;l = d; if and only if the principal subspace SA(J.l;)
is nondegenerate. Furthermore, if I.U;I ::t d; then the principal subspace SA(J.l;) is
neutral.
(ii) For any singular value d;, originating from a negative eigenvalue of A[*JA,
all the principal subspaces SA (J.L;) for the eigenvalues J.l; of A corresponding to d; are
neutral. Moreover, the eigenvalues J.l; such that IJ.l;l = di appear in pairs in such a way
that with J.l; also - J.li is an eigenvalue of A.

Proof Using the eigenvectors of A[*JA as a basis for C", equivalently after a
similarity transformation, we can assume that the matrices A, A[*JA and H are of the
following form
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and

H = S = diag(s1, .•. ,sn)
with s; = + 1 or -1, so that A commutes with A. Define sgn A= A D-2 , where D stands
for the diagonal matrix of the H-singular values of A (cf. Remark 2.11). Then the
identities
A= Al*lA

give for K = K1 E9 ... E9 KP, K;

= s-1A*SA = SA*SA

=TJIAi 12, i =1,... ,p,
SKSK=sgnA.

Hence, K; is either S;-unitary or belongs to the class 'J{H determined by [.,.] = (S;.•.)
according to the sign of A;. HereS; denotes the diagonal block of S corresponding to K;.
We have shown that each block T; of A is just d; times a matrix that is unitary
with respect to an indefinite scalar product, if the corresponding eigenvalue A; e a(A !*lA)
is positive, and d; times a matrix that belongs to the class 'J{H, if A; e a(Al*IA) is
negative. Equivalently, this holds for the restrictions of A to the reducing subspaces
determined by the principal subspaces of A !*lA. Part (i) of the theorem follows then
directly from the properties of H-unitary matrices operating on an indefinite scalar
product space (cf. Lemma 1.5). Further, one gets part (ii) from Lemma 8.1 above.
Our proof gives also the following result.

8.3. Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 8.2, the sum of the multiplicities of the negative eigenvalues in a(Al*lA) is even.
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